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SECTION _ A

One word answer. 
(8x0'5=4)

1. a) LIFO method is used in ---'-----------_--- datastructure'

b) The complexity of binarv search algorithm is -----

c) In a tree the child:'en of the sarne parent is said to be

d) |f the eIements 
..A,,, ..8,,, ,.C,, and ,.D,,are p|aced in a queue and are deIeted

oneatatime.inwhatorderwilItheyberemoved?

e)Anorma|queue.ifimplementedusinganarrayofsizeMAXS|ZE,getsful
rlrhen condition is reached'

f) what would be the asymptotic time complexity to add an elemerrt in the

linked list ?

g)Given'anarrayP={5'6'77'88'99}andkey=88'Howmanyiterations
aredoneunti|theelementisfoundusingbinarysearch?

h)Mergesortusestechniquetoimplementsorting,

P.T.O.
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SECTION _ B

Write short notes on any seven of the foilowing questions (7x2=14\

2. Define Tree.

3. What is quick sort ? Sorl the following array using quick sorl method.

24 56 4V 35 10 90 B2 31

4" Write the code snippet which implements the pop operation.

5. \l/hat is a sparse matrix ?

6. Write the inorder form for the following expression tree.

,r-\/
^' ,/ \.

;' tr 'l
./\

b /\./\
C?

7. \{/rite the code for binary search algorithm.

8. Wirat is circular linked list ?

9. What are the tasks performed during inorder traversal ?

10. Convert the expression ((A + B).C - (D - E) " (F + G)) to equivalent Prefix and
Postfix notations.

11. What do you mean by Garbage Collection ?

SECI'ION _ C

Answer any four of the following questions (4x3=12)

12. what are the advantages and disadvantages of linked rist ?

13. Define a Binarv Search Tree.
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14. Write about insertion sort with suitable example.

15. Define circular queue and wriie the procedure io creaie a circular queue.

16. What is a Queue ? How it is different f rom stack and how is it implemented ?

17. Write the algorithm for binary search.

SECTION _ D

write an essay on any two of the following questions. (2x5=10)

18. what is the difference between Linear Array and Linked List ?

19. List the basic operations carried out in a linked list. Write the algorithms for those.

20. Write the prograrn code for infix to postfix conversion with example.

2'1 Write about tree traversal urith algorithms.
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